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ABSTRACT

The 2017 North Atlantic hurricane season was extremely active, with 17 named storms (1981–2010 median is 12.0), 10 hurricanes (median is 6.5), and 6 major hurricanes [category 3+ on the Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind scale; \( \geq 96 \) kt (1 kt \( \approx \) 0.5144 m s\(^{-1}\)); median is 2.0; Simpson 1974]. Integrated metrics such as major hurricane days and accumulated cyclone energy (ACE; Bell et al. 2000) also ranked in the top 10 busiest seasons when compared with the historical record since 1851 (e.g., HURDAT2; Landsea and Franklin 2013), with the Atlantic experiencing the median is 12.0; Schreck et al. 2014), 10 hurricanes (median is 6.5), and 6 major hurricanes [category 3+ on the Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind scale; \( \geq 96 \) kt (1 kt \( \approx \) 0.5144 m s\(^{-1}\)); median is 2.0; Simpson 1974]. Integrated metrics such as major hurricane days and accumulated cyclone energy (ACE; Bell et al. 2000) also ranked in the top 10 busiest seasons when compared with the historical record since 1851 (e.g., HURDAT2; Landsea and Franklin 2013), with the Atlantic experiencing the

1. Introduction

The 2017 Atlantic hurricane season was one of the most active on record, with 17 named storms (1981–2010 median is 12.0; Schreck et al. 2014), 10 hurricanes (median is 6.5), and 6 major hurricanes [category 3+ on the Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind scale; \( \geq 96 \) kt (1 kt \( \approx \) 0.5144 m s\(^{-1}\)); median is 2.0; Simpson 1974]. Integrated metrics such as major hurricane days and accumulated cyclone energy (ACE; Bell et al. 2000) also ranked in the top 10 busiest seasons when compared with the historical record since 1851 (e.g., HURDAT2; Landsea and Franklin 2013), with the Atlantic experiencing the
third-most major hurricane days since 1950. The 2017 Atlantic hurricane season also generated over $260 billion (U.S. dollars) in total economic damage according to the National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI; https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/events/US/1980-2017), rivaling 2005 as one of the most damaging seasons on record.

What set 2017 apart from most other active seasons was its extremely active September. This month set aggregate calendar month records for the Atlantic basin for named storm days, hurricane days, major hurricane days, and ACE. The Atlantic also generated more ACE in September 2017 than any calendar month on record in any global tropical cyclone (TC) basin, using boundaries defined by Klotzbach (2014). These records are not coincidences of the calendar, as the period from 31 August to 29 September 2017 generated the most Atlantic ACE in a 30-day period in the historical record (section 6).

The season was especially notable for four hurricanes (Harvey, Irma, Maria, and Nate), which were retired by the WMO following the season. Several of the TCs that formed in 2017 had long westward tracks, which caused them to impact multiple landmasses (Fig. 1). The 2017 season ended the 11-yr continental U.S. major hurricane landfall drought when Harvey made landfall northeast of Corpus Christi, Texas (Hall and Hereid 2015; Hart et al. 2016; Truchelut and Staehling 2017). In fact, it was the first year on record that the continental United States had two category 4 hurricanes make landfall (Harvey and Irma).

The remainder of this manuscript discusses the 2017 Atlantic hurricane season in more detail. We begin by describing data sources and methodology in section 2, then summarize 2017 Atlantic hurricane activity (section 3). We then examine preseason conditions as well as trends in these conditions and how they impacted seasonal hurricane forecasts (section 4). Environmental conditions during the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season from August through October are then examined (section 5), and these are compared with other
very active seasons (and 30-day periods) since 1982 in section 6. This section also includes a correlation analysis of monthly and seasonal ACE with SSTs and vertical wind shear for all hurricane seasons since 1982. Section 7 discusses how the results of this study may aid in improving future seasonal/subseasonal Atlantic hurricane outlooks and summarizes the manuscript.

2. Data and methodology

Tropical cyclone frequency, intensity, and duration data for the 2017 season and historical hurricane seasons were taken from HURDAT2 as updated on 1 May 2018 (https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/hurdat/hurdat2-1851-2017-050118.txt; Landsea and Franklin 2013). In addition to the maximum intensity and longevity of each TC, we considered the storm-generated ACE, as well as the ACE for the season. Bell et al. (2000) defined ACE as the sum of the squares of the maximum sustained surface wind speed (in kt) measured every 6 h for all tropical or subtropical cyclones while they have an intensity of ≥34 kt (≥17 m s⁻¹) and are still classified as tropical or subtropical cyclones. ACE values are displayed in 10⁴ kt² (Bell et al. 2000).

For atmospheric large-scale parameters, we use the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al. 2010) from 1979 to 2011. This dataset was downloaded at 1° resolution and is available with extension to present via output from the Climate Forecast System, version 2 (Saha et al. 2014). For oceanic conditions, we use the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature (OISST) dataset (Reynolds et al. 2002; Banzon et al. 2016), with data available at a daily temporal resolution and on a 0.25° global grid from November 1981 to present. Both datasets are available in near real time.

The Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) index was calculated using the methodology described by Wheeler and Hendon (2004) and currently available from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (http://poama.bom.gov.au/climate/mjo/graphics/rmm.74toRealtime.txt).

The Pacific Walker circulation index (Wang 2004) was calculated from the CFSR. The Pacific Walker circulation index is defined as the difference of the 500-hPa vertical velocity in the tropical western Pacific (5°S–5°N, 120°–160°E) from the tropical eastern Pacific (5°S–5°N 160°–120°W). The Pacific Walker circulation index is a useful approximation for the atmospheric response in the tropical Pacific to El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) SST forcing (Rasmusson and Carpenter 1982) along with remote forcing from other basins.

When comparing environmental conditions of 2017 with historical Atlantic hurricane seasons, we examine two different climate modes: the Atlantic meridional mode (Vimont and Kossin 2007) and ENSO. Monthly values of the Atlantic meridional mode are obtained from https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/timeseries/monthly/AMM/ammssst.data. The raw Atlantic meridional mode index is not standardized, but we have standardized it to a 1981–2010 base period. The Niño-3.4 index (5°S–5°N, 170°–120°W; Barnston et al. 1997) is used to represent ENSO and is also calculated from a 1981–2010 base period. Monthly values were obtained from http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/sstoi.indices.

For environmental field calculations, we define the main development region as 10°–20°N, 90°–20°W, similar to the definition used by Bell et al. (2000) and Goldenberg et al. (2001). This region encompasses the tropical Atlantic as well as the Caribbean Sea. Approximately 75% of all major hurricanes in the Atlantic basin in the satellite era (since 1966) have first become named storms in the main development region, so conditions in this region are critical for determining how active an Atlantic hurricane season is going to be.

We have removed the tropical cyclone–related circulation from all wind and steering flow calculations. Following Galarneau and Davis (2013), we defined a fixed 500-km radius around each storm location and attribute all vorticity and divergence within that radius to the storm. From the storm-related vorticity and divergence, we calculated the storm-related rotational and irrotational winds. These are each subtracted from the original winds to produce a wind field without the effect of the storm. Vertical wind shear is calculated as the vector wind difference between the 200- and 850-hPa levels.

3. Observed 2017 North Atlantic hurricane activity

a. 2017 season summary discussion

The 2017 Atlantic hurricane season was extremely active. Through late August, however, Atlantic TC activity was near its long-term ACE average (Fig. 2), despite Hurricane Harvey. Harvey was an intense hurricane, but because its time as a major hurricane was short-lived, the cyclone generated only modest ACE. September 2017, on the other hand, was the most active calendar month on record for the Atlantic for several intensity and duration metrics including named storm days, hurricane days, major hurricane days, and ACE (Fig. 2). The ACE generated in September 2017 was 3.5 standard deviations greater than the 1981–2010 average. Three hurricanes (Irma, Jose, and Maria) reached individual ACE values of greater than 40 during September. Based on satellite era data
from 1966 to 2016, only 2% of all Atlantic TCs accrued an ACE of 40 or higher, and only 4 years since 1851 have ever had more than one. The 2017 Atlantic hurricane season was the first to have three. Post-September Atlantic hurricane activity returned to near-normal levels when measured by ACE (Fig. 2), likely due to wind shear generated by an amplified MJO event in October (section 5).

b. Hurricane Harvey

Hurricane Harvey rapidly intensified in the southern Gulf of Mexico in an environment of very high SSTs (>29.5°C) and low vertical wind shear (<10 kt; <5 m s⁻¹; Blake and Zelinsky 2018). Soon after reaching its maximum intensity of 115 kt (59 m s⁻¹), Hurricane Harvey made its initial landfall northeast of Corpus Christi, Texas, on 25 August, making it the first major hurricane landfall in the continental United States since Wilma in 2005 (Truchelut and Staehling 2017). Following its landfall, Harvey stalled due to strong high pressure to its northwest and northeast, and the TC dumped copious amounts of rain on the Houston metropolitan and Beaumont/Port Arthur areas (Emanuel 2017; Blake and Zelinsky 2018). Over the 5-day period up to and including 1 September, the National Weather Service reported that 60.58 in. (1539 mm) of rain fell in Nederland, Texas (Blake and Zelinsky 2018). This rainfall total is the record-highest storm total for any U.S. TC. Harvey also produced a widespread swath of 36+ in. (914+ mm) of rain across the Houston metropolitan area, including 37.01 in. (940 mm) at Houston Hobby Airport and 47.52 in. (1207 mm) at Jack Brooks Regional Airport in Beaumont, Texas (Blake and Zelinsky 2018). Total economic damage from Hurricane Harvey was estimated by NCEI to be $125 billion.

c. Hurricane Irma

Hurricane Irma had the strongest maximum sustained winds of the 2017 season, reaching a peak intensity of 155 kt (80 m s⁻¹; Cangialosi et al. 2018). In fact, Irma set records for the strongest maximum winds and lowest minimum sea level pressure (SLP; 914 hPa) for a hurricane in the Atlantic Ocean outside of the western Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico. Irma’s SLP record was broken by Maria less than 2 weeks later and only 250 km away, illustrating how conducive conditions were for hurricanes in this region. Irma made several landfalls as a category 5 hurricane in the Caribbean before becoming the first category 5 hurricane to make landfall in Cuba since 1924. Irma then made landfall in the Florida Keys as a category 4 hurricane with a minimum SLP of 931 hPa. Irma made a second landfall near Naples, Florida, as a category 3 hurricane. It generated the second-most ACE for an Atlantic hurricane in the satellite era, trailing only Ivan (2004). Irma was responsible for 44 direct fatalities across the Caribbean, Cuba, and the continental United States (Cangialosi et al. 2018), and total economic damage from the storm was estimated by NCEI to be $50 billion.

d. Hurricane Maria

Hurricane Maria had the lowest SLP (908 hPa) of the 2017 Atlantic hurricane season (Pasch et al. 2018). It became the first known category 5 hurricane to make landfall in Dominica and then impacted the U.S. Virgin Islands before making landfall as a category 4 hurricane in Puerto Rico. Maria was the second-strongest hurricane to strike Puerto Rico on record, behind only the Okeechobee Hurricane of 1928, known locally as the San Felipe Segundo Hurricane. Maria was responsible for ~100 direct fatalities, although indirect Puerto Rican fatalities in the month that followed the storm likely were in the hundreds (Pasch et al. 2018). Estimated total damage from NCEI for Maria was $90 billion.

e. Hurricane Nate

In early October, Nate formed in the western Caribbean and soon after made landfall in Nicaragua as a tropical storm (Beven and Berg 2018). Heavy rainfall from Nate caused massive flooding in Central America. After Nate emerged into the western Caribbean, it began to intensify as it rapidly moved northward across the Gulf of Mexico. Nate reached its maximum intensity of 80 kt in the northern Gulf of Mexico and weakened slightly before making landfall in Louisiana and then in Mississippi as a category 1 hurricane. A total of 45 direct fatalities were attributed to Nate, all in Central America. Total damage for Nate, as estimated by NCEI, was $800 million.
4. Analysis of March–July 2017 environmental conditions

a. Seasonal forecast summary

Table 1 displays publicly available seasonal forecasts from Colorado State University (CSU), NOAA, and Tropical Storm Risk (TSR) issued in 2017. A total of 20 seasonal forecast groups submitted predictions to http://www.seasonalhurricanepredictions.org in 2017, but the three forecasts displayed here are broadly representative of the larger suite of predictions. They are also three of the longest-running seasonal forecast groups and have demonstrated long-term real-time forecast skill (Klotzbach et al. 2017). Forecasts from TSR and CSU called for a slightly below-average season with their early April outlooks. By the time of the late May/early June outlooks, TSR, CSU, and NOAA all predicted a near-average season. These forecasts all increased to call for an above-average season by the time of the early August outlooks, but none of the three forecast groups anticipated as much activity as was observed (Table 1). We note that the dynamically based seasonal hurricane forecast from the Met Office (Camp et al. 2018) did call for an above-average season in mid-May and highlighted the potential for increased September TC tracks in the eastern Caribbean, but even this forecast did not predict as much activity as was observed. In the next two subsections, we highlight changes in both ENSO and tropical Atlantic SST configurations from boreal spring to summer. These conditions were not anticipated by most seasonal forecast groups and led to significant errors with seasonal forecasts issued during the boreal spring.

b. ENSO changes from March to July

La Niña events are often associated with more active Atlantic hurricane seasons. El Niño, on the other hand, tends to favor suppressed Atlantic hurricane activity. This is due to alterations in the Pacific Walker circulation. The stronger Pacific Walker circulation associated with La Niña reduces upper-level westerly winds in the Caribbean extending into the tropical Atlantic, thereby decreasing vertical wind shear in the Caribbean as well as the tropical Atlantic (Gray 1984; Landsea et al. 1999; Tartaglione et al. 2003; Lupo et al. 2008; Klotzbach 2011a; Patricola et al. 2014; Collins and Roache 2017). Increased Caribbean vertical wind shear tends to prevail in El Niño conditions.

Figure 3a displays standardized SST anomalies during March 2017. The tropical eastern Pacific was much warmer than normal in March. Many of the statistical and dynamical ENSO prediction models available in March (which were publicly available for the early April seasonal hurricane forecasts) called for an El Niño (defined by NOAA to be a Niño-3.4 $\geq 0.5^\circ C$) event by August–October (Fig. 4), and the official March 2017 forecast from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC)/International Research Institute (IRI) also indicated a greater than 50% chance of El Niño conditions by August–October (figure not shown). This El Niño did

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast issue month</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May/Jun</th>
<th>Aug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issuing organization</td>
<td>CSU</td>
<td>TSR</td>
<td>CSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named storms</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricanes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major hurricanes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Observed standardized SST anomalies in (a) March 2017, (b) July 2017, and (c) anomalous standardized SST change from March to July 2017.
not develop as anticipated by many of the forecast models. Figures 3b and 3c show the standardized (1982–2010 base period) SST anomalies in July 2017 and the July minus March 2017 standardized SST anomaly change, respectively. ENSO remained in neutral conditions, with anomalous warming occurring in the central Pacific and anomalous cooling occurring in the eastern Pacific from March to July. By the end of July, it was clear that El Niño was not going to develop as predicted earlier and was one of the primary reasons why seasonal forecasts increased from June to August.

Following a westerly wind burst in late April/early May that reinforced the expectation of El Niño, the trade winds remained strong across the eastern and central tropical Pacific from May through July (Fig. 5). Consequently, there was very little oceanic Kelvin wave activity during the spring and early summer of 2017. As such, equatorial oceanic heat content in the eastern and central Pacific (180°–100°W) peaked in May 2017 and anomalously cooled over the next several months (figure not shown). Niño-3.4 SST anomalies increased from March to July, but the Pacific Walker circulation index remained strongly positive throughout the spring and summer (Fig. 6), indicating an upper-level wind environment that would likely be quite conducive for an active Atlantic hurricane season. Although the Pacific Walker circulation index and Niño-3.4 SST anomalies are strongly correlated ($r = 0.64$ for August–October-averaged values), this correlation value indicates that approximately 60% of the variance in the August–October Pacific Walker circulation index is explained by phenomena other than the Niño-3.4 index over the period from 1982 to 2017.

c. Tropical Atlantic SST changes from March to July

Portions of the eastern and central tropical Atlantic had below-normal SSTs in March (Fig. 3a). A cooler-than-normal tropical Atlantic is generally unfavorable for Atlantic hurricane activity because it creates less-conducive dynamic and thermodynamic conditions in the tropical Atlantic (Klotzbach 2014, and references therein). The early April seasonal outlook from CSU explicitly noted the anomalously cool eastern and central tropical Atlantic as one of the reasons for its slightly below-normal initial outlook for the 2017 season (Klotzbach and Bell 2017). However, the correlation between March SST anomalies in the tropical Atlantic and August–October SST anomalies in the tropical Atlantic is $\sim 0.5$ (figure not shown), indicating that there is a considerable amount of
variability not explained by simple persistence of tropical Atlantic SSTs from March through August–October. In 2017, the conditions changed rapidly from spring to summer in the tropical Atlantic.

Figures 3b and 3c show that the tropical Atlantic warmed anomalously from March to July, with unusually high SSTs present across the Atlantic main development region by July. SST anomalies averaged across the central and eastern tropical Atlantic (10°–20°N, 60°–20°W) increased from ~0.1°C in March to ~0.7°C in July. From April to July, anomalously low pressure dominated the subtropical Atlantic (Fig. 7a), thereby driving weaker trade winds (anomalously westerly) across most of the main development region (Fig. 7b). Weaker trade winds are associated with reduced evaporation, mixing, and upwelling, all favoring anomalous SST increases (Kossin and Vimont 2007). Anomalously high SSTs, weak trade winds, enhanced low-level vorticity, and reduced levels of vertical wind shear are all characteristics of a positive phase of the Atlantic meridional mode (Vimont and Kossin 2007; Kossin and Vimont 2007; Patricola et al. 2014). These favorable main development region conditions typically lead to more active Atlantic hurricane seasons, especially when combined with La Niña conditions (Patricola et al. 2014). The Atlantic meridional mode became more conducive for the Atlantic hurricane season from March to July, with the index increasing from ~0.2 standard deviations in March to ~1.1 standard deviations by July.

5. Analysis of August–October 2017 environmental conditions

In the next few subsections, we analyze large-scale environmental conditions during the peak months of the 2017 Atlantic hurricane season from August through October.

a. Main development region SSTs

As noted in the previous section, the main development region was much warmer than normal by the peak of the hurricane season (Fig. 8). During the extremely active month of September, main development region SSTs averaged ~0.6°C above the 1982–2010 average and were the highest on record (since 1982). Anomalously high SSTs can provide more latent and sensible heat for hurricanes to tap, thereby increasing the maximum potential intensity that these storms can reach (Emanuel 1988). Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, Jose, and Maria all generally formed over areas with anomalously high SSTs.

As Irma, Jose, and Maria tracked farther westward into the central Atlantic, SST anomalies were generally lower (although still above normal), but actual SSTs increase from east to west across the tropical Atlantic. Consequently, the SSTs that these TCs encountered as they entered the central and western Atlantic were high enough (~28°–29°C) to support major hurricane intensity.
As would be expected, given the anomalously high SSTs across the tropical Atlantic, the Atlantic meridional mode was also positive in August, September, and October. The Atlantic meridional mode was $10.9$ in August, $11.2$ in September, and $10.8$ in October. The September 2017 value of the Atlantic meridional mode was the fourth-highest September value since 1982.

**b. Main development region vertical wind shear**

Vertical wind shear across the Caribbean and western tropical Atlantic was generally weaker than normal during the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season in 2017, while vertical wind shear was somewhat stronger than normal in the eastern tropical Atlantic in September and October (Fig. 9). Figure 10 displays weekly maps of vertical wind shear and illustrates the climatological increase in shear late in the year. Large portions of the tropical Atlantic experienced shears less than $10$ m s$^{-1}$ (dashed lines) in August, which are generally considered favorable shear values for TCs (e.g., Gray 1968). This area of less than $10$ m s$^{-1}$ of shear gradually waned and gave way to large swaths of shear over $15$ m s$^{-1}$ (solid lines) by late October, which prohibits most TC development. September was the transitional month between these extremes. The shear remained weak ($<10$ m s$^{-1}$) over the main development region for most of the month, especially in the central tropical Atlantic ($10^\circ$–$25^\circ$N, $75^\circ$–$55^\circ$W), where Irma, Jose, and Maria reached their maximum intensities (Figs. 10, 11). Vertical wind shear was generally much weaker throughout most of the season in the central tropical Atlantic, with values often less than one standard deviation weaker than normal from late August through mid-September (Fig. 11). While shear was anomalously low in the central tropical Atlantic in early October, analysis of satellite imagery indicated no organized disturbances tracking into the region during that time.

Aside from SSTs, vertical wind shear is often viewed as the dominant environmental factor for seasonal TC forecasting (e.g., Gray 1984; Klotzbach 2007; Camargo et al. 2007; Klotzbach et al. 2017). Collins and Roache (2011) note the importance of examining month-to-month variations, which are neglected by standard analysis methods of taking a 3- or 4-month seasonal mean to characterize the atmospheric conditions over the season. Indeed, the monthly shear anomalies from 2017 (Fig. 9) illustrate the complexity of this relationship. Shear was generally near climatological levels across most of the basin during August, consistent with the climatological TC activity. The shear was somewhat decreased around the Yucatan, where Hurricanes Franklin and Harvey both intensified. Contrary to what would be expected with the extreme activity in September, vertical wind shear was elevated over portions of the basin. This paradox can be explained in part by the stronger negative anomalies near Hispaniola and the Lesser Antilles (Fig. 9). These anomalies provided a pocket of favorable conditions within which Irma, Jose, and Maria reached their maximum intensity. The season ended in October with positive shear anomalies dominating most of the main development region (Fig. 9).

**c. ENSO**

The 2017 hurricane season started off with ENSO neutral conditions with anomalous cooling of the tropical eastern and central Pacific SSTs occurring during the season (Fig. 6). By early November, NOAA declared that a weak La Niña event was underway. The Niño-3.4 index (defined as SST anomalies from $5^\circ$S–$5^\circ$N, $170^\circ$–$120^\circ$W) was $+0.6^\circ$C in June and cooled to $-0.9^\circ$C by November. Given the borderline weak La Niña conditions that predominated during the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season, vertical wind shear was generally reduced across the Caribbean and central tropical Atlantic (section 5b), especially during August and September when there was limited MJO.
forcing (section 5d). Figure 12 shows Hovmöller of OLR and zonal wind shear to identify variations in the Walker circulation associated with ENSO and the MJO. The Walker circulation was generally quite strong (Fig. 6), with positive OLR anomalies in the central tropical Pacific (indicating suppressed convection) and negative OLR anomalies in the western tropical Pacific (indicating enhanced convection) (Fig. 12a). These vertical circulations manifest themselves as enhanced easterly shear over the Indian Ocean and westerly shear over much of the Pacific (Fig. 12b). This increase in strength of the Walker circulation and associated reduction in Caribbean/western Atlantic wind shear (Figs. 9a,b) is consistent with prior research documenting the influence of ENSO on large-scale tropical Atlantic/Caribbean conditions (e.g., Gray 1984, and many others).

**d. Madden–Julian oscillation**

Given the background state of weak La Niña conditions and anomalously warm conditions in the Caribbean, the enhanced Atlantic TC activity was expected to continue into October/November (Klotzbach 2011b). Tropical intraseasonal variability driven by the MJO was very weak during August and September (Fig. 13). However, the MJO amplified early in October and progressed through phases 4–7 over the course of the month. These phases of the MJO tend to be unfavorable for Atlantic TC formation in the tropics (Mo 2000; Klotzbach 2010). Anomalously strong vertical wind shear progressed across the Caribbean and tropical Atlantic during October (Fig. 12b, right). As such, vertical wind shear anomalies during October were quite strong throughout most of the tropical Atlantic and extended into the eastern Caribbean (Fig. 9c), inhibiting TC development in the deep tropics.

**e. Steering currents**

Whereas Atlantic hurricane activity was near its long-term average during the period from 2006 to 2016, the midlatitude steering flow tended to favor recurvature of TCs east of the U.S. mainland (Truchelut and Staehling 2017). This was not the case in 2017. Figure 14 shows weekly standardized 500-hPa winds and geopotential heights from early August to late October, which are often used as proxies for steering flow. During the
extremely active month of September, the subtropical high was generally stronger than normal in the western Atlantic near 70°W (Figs. 14e–h). In addition, an anomalous low pressure area tended to dominate near 30°–35°N, 60°–50°W. The anomalous counterclockwise circulation around this low pressure area prevented early recurvature of Irma, Jose, and Maria. Throughout Irma’s tenure as a named storm (Figs. 14e,f), the subtropical high was strong and imparted a west-southwestward component to Irma’s track for several days during its lifetime. By the time it turned north, it was too far west to avoid making landfall in Florida. However, the western extent of the subtropical high started to erode later in September (Figs. 14g–i), which likely contributed to Jose and Maria’s recurvature east of the U.S. mainland.

6. Comparison of 2017 with recent active Atlantic hurricane seasons

Although the 2017 Atlantic hurricane season was a very active one, other recent hurricane seasons have had levels of activity comparable to what was experienced in 2017. In this section, we examine large-scale environmental conditions in 2017, compared with the five seasons that have generated the most Atlantic ACE since 1982: 1995, 1998, 1999, 2004, and 2005. We have limited our analysis to active Atlantic hurricane seasons over the past ~35 years due to availability of the atmosphere/ocean products used for analysis in this manuscript. We also evaluate August–October SST and vertical wind shear in the main development region for all Atlantic hurricane seasons since 1982 and see how these large-scale conditions correlate with August, September, and October ACE as well as total August–October ACE. In addition, SST and vertical wind shear characterizing the most active 30-day period in 2017 is compared with other active 30-day periods since 1982. In several cases, we will examine the annual rankings of these metrics from 1982 to 2017. These will be ranked from 1, indicating the most favorable for TCs (highest SST or weakest shear), to 36, indicating the least favorable for TCs (lowest SST or strongest shear).

a. Seasonal ACE distribution in active Atlantic hurricane seasons since 1982

Figure 15 displays daily Atlantic ACE (with a 15-day smoother applied) for 1995, 1998, 1999, 2004, 2005, 2017, and the 1981–2010 average. This figure demonstrates that active Atlantic hurricane seasons can have very different ACE distributions. For example, both 2004 and 2017 were characterized by extremely active Septembers, while 2005 had a much longer, drawn-out hurricane season. The 2004 and 2017 seasons had activity drop off rapidly in early October. In 2004, this was likely due to the strengthening of El Niño conditions and associated increases in vertical wind shear (not shown), while in 2017, the strengthening of the MJO in convectively unfavorable phases for Atlantic hurricane activity likely suppressed late-season activity (section 5d). The 2005 season had an extremely active July due to a combination of near-record-high SST anomalies across the main development region and convectively favorable phases of the MJO (e.g., phases 1 and 2) during the first half of July when Dennis and Emily formed—both of which generated large amounts of ACE.

b. Large-scale climate mode characteristics of active Atlantic hurricane seasons since 1982

Two climate modes known to impact Atlantic hurricane activity on a seasonal level are the Atlantic
Table 2 displays August–October-averaged values of these oscillations, with ENSO represented by Niño-3.4, for the six most active Atlantic hurricane seasons based on ACE since 1982: 1995, 1998, 1999, 2004, 2005, and 2017. All six hurricane seasons were characterized by positive values of the Atlantic meridional mode. Five out of the six seasons also had neutral-to-La Niña conditions, with the exception being 2004, which had weak El Niño conditions based on the CPC definition (http://origin.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/ONI_v5.php). However, as was noted earlier, September 2004 (the most active Atlantic calendar month for ACE prior to September 2017) had a Pacific Walker circulation index that was the eighth-highest September value from 1982 to 2017, indicating that the atmospheric circulation in the Atlantic was much more conducive than would have been expected from examining SST anomalies alone. The abrupt end to the 2004 Atlantic hurricane season (as seen in Fig. 15) is consistent with the marked increase in vertical wind shear typically observed in the Caribbean and western Atlantic in October/November of El Niño seasons (Klotzbach 2011b). The October 2004 Pacific Walker circulation index plummeted to the 12th-lowest October value from 1982 to 2017.

c. Main development region SST characteristics of Atlantic hurricane seasons since 1982

Figure 16a displays a scatterplot between August–October ACE and August–October-averaged SST from 1982 to 2017 for the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season from August through October, while individual monthly correlations are displayed in Table 3. Although there is little correlation between one season’s ACE and the next \( r = 0.29 \), there is higher autocorrelation between one season’s SST and the next. We adjust for the actual estimated degrees of freedom for each time series using the methodology outlined by Leith (1973). A two-tailed Student’s \( t \) test is used for statistical significance testing.

All three peak season months (August, September, and October) have similar correlations between SST and monthly ACE of between 0.42 and 0.51 (Table 3). The correlation increases to 0.59 for the August–October average. August–October SST in the main development region is a strong (significant at the 1% level) predictor
of August–October ACE. However, the correlation of 0.59 indicates that considerable variance (e.g., ~65%) is explained by other factors such as vertical wind shear, which will be examined in the next subsection.

Figure 17a displays ranks of August-, September-, and October-averaged main development region SST for 1995, 1998, 1999, 2004, 2005, and 2017, compared with all seasons since 1982. Five out of the top six seasons had warmer-than-median (rank <16) main development region SSTs throughout the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season. As noted earlier, September 2017 had the warmest main development region on record, and the month generated the most ACE in an Atlantic calendar month on record.

d. Main development region vertical wind shear (200 minus 850 hPa) characteristics of Atlantic hurricane seasons since 1982

Figure 16b displays a scatterplot of ranked August–October ACE with ranked August–October-averaged main development region vertical wind shear. September vertical wind shear has the strongest correlation with ACE of an individual month (Table 3), while the August–October-averaged vertical wind shear correlates with August–October ACE at ~0.59, which is significant at the 1% level and is the same as the correlation between August–October ACE and August–October SST. This finding is in keeping with many previous studies documenting the critical importance of vertical wind shear in determining TC formation and intensification.

Figure 12. (a) Hovmöller plots of OLR and (b) zonal vertical wind shear anomalies both averaged from 0° to 10°N from 1 Aug through 31 Oct. Black lines identify the MJO by filtering for eastward-propagating wavenumbers 0–9 and periods of 20–100 days following Kiladis et al. (2005). The low-frequency background is identified in purple using a 120-day low-pass filter with zonal wavenumbers 0–10, both eastward and westward. Filtered OLR anomalies are contoured at ±8 W m⁻² (positive dashed) and zonal vertical wind shear at ±4 m s⁻¹ (negative dashed). The letters in the red TC symbols represent the location and time when the Atlantic named storm starting with that letter formed.
In an analysis similar to section 6c, we now look at main development region ranks of vertical wind shear (200 minus 850 hPa) from August to October for the most active Atlantic hurricane seasons since 1982 (Fig. 16b). Most of these active seasons were characterized by below-normal levels of main development region vertical wind shear. Figure 16b highlights how conditions evolved over the course of the 2017 hurricane season. August 2017 had below-normal shear, and September was near normal. By October, the active MJO in convectively suppressed phases over the Atlantic (Fig. 13) helped raise shear to the fifth-highest level (31st). The resulting August–October 2017 rank of 21st is the highest seasonal shear of any of the six most active seasons since 1982. Shear was much lower than normal in the central tropical Atlantic (where Irma, Jose, and Maria all reached peak intensity) during September (Fig. 11). We also note that 1999, the season with the coolest SSTs of the most active ACE seasons since 1982, was in the top five for weakest vertical wind shear in August, September, and October. While the thermodynamic environment in 1999 may have been less conducive for an active season, it was compensated for by favorable dynamic conditions.

e. Comparison of active 30-day Atlantic ACE periods since 1982

Last, we examine how SST and vertical wind shear in the main development region compared in 2017 to other
30-day active periods since 1982. Table 4 displays the most active 30-day period in 2017, compared with the five other most active 30-day periods for ACE since 1982. Only one active period per season was selected. Table 4 also shows the 30-day-average 24 August–22 September ACE, SST, and vertical wind shear, which is the average start date of the six active 30-day periods being examined here.

All of these active periods had SSTs that were at least 0.7 standard deviations warmer than normal. Vertical wind shear was also at least 0.5 standard deviations below normal for each of the 30-day periods. The most active 30-day period in 2017 was characterized by the second-warmest SST anomalies experienced during that 30-day period. Vertical wind shear was slightly weaker than normal, but still had the smallest standardized anomaly reduction from climatology of any of the six active 30-day periods being investigated. This serves to illustrate that basinwide-averaged quantities, while useful, do not necessarily tell the whole story for why individual months or seasons have as much hurricane activity as they do.

7. Discussion and summary

a. Discussion of Atlantic hurricane seasonal and subseasonal outlooks

The extremely active 2017 Atlantic hurricane season was not well anticipated by most seasonal forecast models. Even though outlooks issued in early August predicted an above-average Atlantic hurricane season, these predictions still called for much less activity than was observed (Table 1). Although ENSO SST indices indicated a neutral-to-El Niño state in June/July (Fig. 6), the Pacific Walker circulation index was at its strongest levels on record (since 1982). Both the Pacific Walker circulation index and Niño-3.4 have similar August–October correlation magnitudes with seasonal Atlantic ACE ($r = 0.46$ and $r = -0.45$, respectively), but the Pacific Walker circulation index could be a better indicator of the impacts of ENSO in the Atlantic basin than SST indices by themselves. Another recent example of this is September 2004, which was the most active ACE Atlantic calendar month on record prior to

![Weekly 500-hPa standardized geopotential height anomalies and 500-hPa vector winds across the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic from 1 Aug through 23 Oct 2017. Tracks of named storms are plotted.](image-url)
September 2017. The Niño-3.4 index was +0.8°C that month, indicating a weak El Niño event. During that same month, however, the Pacific Walker circulation index was +1.0 standard deviations, indicating a much more conducive atmospheric circulation environment for Atlantic hurricanes.

From a predictive perspective, the June/July Pacific Walker circulation index and June/July Niño-3.4 could be examined in tandem for potential increased skill for early August seasonal outlooks. For example, in 2012, the June/July-averaged Niño-3.4 index was +0.4°C, and many forecast models indicated a potential El Niño developing (figure not shown). However, the June/July-averaged Pacific Walker circulation index was the third strongest on record. The anomalously strong Pacific Walker circulation and associated anomalously strong tropical Pacific trades inhibited El Niño development that year. Consequently, the ASO-averaged Walker circulation index in 2012 was the eighth-most positive on record, and the 2012 Atlantic hurricane season was very active with 10 hurricanes developing. In the future, it may be helpful for seasonal forecast groups to pay close attention to the Walker circulation index when monitoring ENSO conditions.

The MJO played an important role in dampening late-season Atlantic hurricane activity (Fig. 13). The increase in strength of the MJO in convectively unfavorable phases for Atlantic TC activity counteracted the typical response of heightened Atlantic hurricane activity in October/November of seasons with anomalously warm SSTs in the Caribbean and anomalously cool SSTs in the eastern and central tropical Pacific (Klotzbach 2011b). Strong subseasonal variability driven by the MJO can counteract SST forcing, as shown by Klotzbach and Oliver (2015).

### Table 2. Aug–Oct averaged Atlantic meridional mode and ENSO (as measured by Niño-3.4) values for the six most active Atlantic hurricane seasons since 1982: 1995, 1998, 1999, 2004, 2005, and 2017. Ranks compared with all years since 1982 are provided in parentheses, where 1 represents the strongest Atlantic meridional mode, the coldest Niño-3.4, and the highest seasonal ACE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Atlantic meridional mode (std dev)</th>
<th>Niño-3.4 (°C)</th>
<th>Seasonal ACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>+1.2 (5)</td>
<td>-0.8 (7)</td>
<td>227 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>+0.8 (10)</td>
<td>-1.3 (3)</td>
<td>182 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>+0.6 (16)</td>
<td>-1.1 (4)</td>
<td>177 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>+1.4 (3)</td>
<td>+0.7 (30)</td>
<td>227 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>+1.4 (2)</td>
<td>0.0 (20)</td>
<td>245 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>+1.0 (7)</td>
<td>-0.3 (15)</td>
<td>225 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 15. Daily Atlantic ACE (with a 15-day average applied) for 1995, 1998, 1999, 2004, 2005, and 2017—the six most active Atlantic hurricanes seasons based on ACE since 1982. The 15-day average is centered on the date plotted. Seasons since 2000 are dotted for ease of viewing. The numbers in parentheses in the legend are the overall rank for seasonal ACE since 1982. Also plotted is the 1981–2010 average.

FIG. 16. (a) Scatterplot of August–October averaged SST vs August–October ACE and (b) scatterplot of August–October averaged vertical wind shear vs August–October ACE. Values for 2017 are highlighted. Correlations between SST and ACE and vertical wind shear and ACE are also plotted. The black dotted lines represent the regression line for each relationship.
b. Summary

The 2017 Atlantic hurricane season was an extremely active one, with 17 named storms, 10 hurricanes, and 6 major hurricanes occurring (Fig. 1). September was particularly noteworthy. It was the most active Atlantic calendar month on record for named storm days, hurricane days, major hurricane days, and ACE. The season also had four hurricanes retired by the WMO (Harvey, Irma, Maria, and Nate). These hurricanes caused death and destruction for portions of the Gulf Coast and southeastern United States as well as Cuba, Puerto Rico, Central America, and many other islands in the Caribbean.

Environmental conditions were conducive for an active season, with anomalously warm SSTs in the tropical Atlantic and neutral-to-La Niña conditions in the tropical Pacific (Fig. 3). The enhanced Pacific Walker circulation drove reduced vertical wind shear in the central tropical Atlantic and Caribbean, especially from late August to late September (Figs. 9–11). The reduced vertical wind shear anomalies were strongest in the central tropical Atlantic (Fig. 11), where Irma, Jose, and Maria all reached their maximum intensities during a record-breaking September. An anomalously strong high pressure system in the subtropical western Atlantic drove TCs farther west, toward the Caribbean and continental United States, compared to the previous 11 years (2006–16; Fig. 14).

We examined the other most active hurricane seasons in recent decades (1982–2017). Some years had levels of activity comparable to what was experienced in 2017, but the ACE distributions during each of these seasons were different (Fig. 15). The 2017 season had the most pronounced peak activity. We also investigated the state of the Atlantic meridional mode and ENSO for the six most active Atlantic hurricane seasons. All six of the most active hurricane seasons were characterized by positive values of the Atlantic meridional mode, and five of them also had neutral-to-La Niña conditions (Table 2).

We looked at correlations of main development region SST and vertical wind shear with ACE during the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season from August to October (Fig. 16). Warmer SSTs and reduced vertical wind shear tend to be associated with more active Atlantic hurricane seasons. Many studies (e.g., Saunders et al. 2017, and references therein) have shown that large-scale quantities such as ENSO and main development region–averaged SST or surface pressure are correlated with active seasons. However, it should also be stressed that what the TC responds to is the local-scale conditions in which the TC is embedded. Ranking environmental conditions for all seasons showed that five out of the six most active seasons had

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geophysical parameter</th>
<th>Aug ACE</th>
<th>Sep ACE</th>
<th>Oct ACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SST</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical wind shear</td>
<td>−0.43</td>
<td>−0.53</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Aug, Sep, and Oct correlations between SST and ACE, and vertical wind shear and ACE, respectively. Correlations that are significant at the 5% level using a two-tailed Student’s t test are highlighted in boldface font.
warmer-than-average main development region SSTs and below-normal levels of vertical wind shear throughout the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season (Fig. 17). September 2017 was the most active Atlantic calendar month on record, and although SST and vertical shear were conducive for an active month, they were not necessarily more favorable than other active months of the past (Table 4). Other conditions besides SSTs and vertical shear are important for active TC periods, and understanding which conditions are most important will be critical in anticipating future extremely active hurricane periods.

The 2017 Atlantic hurricane season was one of the most active and damaging on record, with total economic damage exceeding $260 billion according to NCEI. Large-scale conditions were conducive for an active season, but steering currents were also somewhat different in 2017 (Fig. 14) than those experienced during the recent drought in major hurricane landfalls for the continental United States (Hall and Hereid 2015; Hart et al. 2016; Truchelut and Staehling 2017). An enhanced subtropical high drove storms farther westward, into the eastern Caribbean and toward the continental United States. With continued growth in population and wealth along the U.S. coastline (Klotzbach et al. 2018) and in the Caribbean, future active landfalling Atlantic hurricane seasons will likely produce levels of damage comparable to or even higher than what we saw in 2017.
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